Main Text {#sec1}
=========

Over 200 viral species infect humans ([@bib55]). During the course of an infection, the human body can host up to hundreds of trillions of viruses. When viruses infect human cells, a wide variety of cytopathic effects are induced and counteracted by the host innate and adaptive defense systems, often resulting in illness. Viruses can also affect human health through changes to cellular processes that contribute to non-infectious human diseases. Indeed, the role of viruses in promoting cancer has been well-studied, and viruses also have been implicated in dozens of other chronic human diseases. New viral pathogenic threats continue to emerge, such as SARS-CoV-2. Understanding the functional roles played by viral proteins is therefore of critical importance for combatting these ongoing threats to human health.

The genomes of DNA and RNA viruses encode multiple proteins required to control gene expression, genome replication, and transmission to other host cells. Among these proteins, viral transcription factors (TFs), cofactors, and other regulators of gene expression are central to human disease pathogenesis due to their ability to control the expression of both viral and host genes. Herein, we use the term "vTR" to refer to any virus-encoded protein capable of modulating gene transcription through direct or indirect interactions with nucleic acids. vTRs can be broadly split into two basic categories---"primary" vTRs are proteins whose primary function is the regulation of specific gene targets. "Secondary" vTRs are proteins that have other functions, such as DNA replication or nucleic acid transport that can also "moonlight" as transcriptional regulators.

vTRs have been identified in multiple virus families, in both DNA and RNA viruses. These proteins, together with host transcriptional regulators, coordinate viral and human gene expression at multiple levels, including chromatin organization, RNA polymerase II (RNA Pol II) recruitment, transcription initiation, and transcription elongation ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} ).Figure 1Roles for vTRs in the Modulation of Gene Expression(A and B) vTRs can bind to nucleic acids either directly (A) or indirectly (B) to modulate target gene expression.(C and D) vTRs can also modulate gene expression by targeting the transcriptional machinery (C) or by altering chromatin states (D).

Although multiple vTRs have been shown to play central roles in human biological and disease processes, there is no single resource providing a comprehensive review of vTRs, limiting our understanding of their shared and unique molecular features, functional roles, evolutionary conservation, and roles in human diseases. This lack of an in-depth census likely stems from challenges in identifying and characterizing these proteins. In contrast to eukaryotic TFs, vTRs can rarely be classified into families based on conserved DNA-binding domains (DBDs) (e.g., homeodomains, nuclear hormone receptors, etc.). In addition, given that most vTRs did not arise from duplication events, sequence homology can usually only identify orthologous vTRs from related viruses, and only rarely reveals large classes of structurally related vTRs. Finally, many viral genomes evolve at high rates, rendering sequence-based homology searches largely ineffectual. Thus, vTR identification to date has usually relied on individual studies characterizing the function of a single vTR using experimental methods such as DNA-binding assays, chromatin immunoprecipitation, and perturbation studies followed by measurement of target gene expression. Further, these studies have been performed for only a subset of vTRs using different experimental approaches and analyses criteria, making it challenging to perform integrative data analyses.

The field of virology has contributed substantially to our understanding of fundamental biological processes, including reverse transcription, the structure and function of gene promoters, RNA splicing, polyadenylation, and the domain-like nature of proteins ([@bib24]). Many researchers have dedicated their lives to understanding the molecular features, evolutionary conservation, and functions of vTRs. The purpose of this review is not to offer a historical perspective on these important contributions. Instead, our goal is to build upon this body of work by synthesizing the currently available information, and use the resulting new resource to obtain a "30,000 foot" perspective. We are also optimistic that the availability of this resource will offer new opportunities as the relatively nascent field of viral functional genomics continues to move forward.

Here, we describe an extensive and systematic census of the vTRs encoded by human DNA and RNA viruses. Our approach combines thorough literature searches with functional classifications and systematic homology analyses to create the first compendium of human vTRs. In total, we identified 419 vTRs across 20 virus families. Using this resource and available datasets, we address several outstanding questions: What is the distribution of vTRs across virus families? What cellular pathways do vTRs affect? How conserved are vTRs at the protein level? What are the roles of particular vTRs in disease? Collectively, our compendium and analyses provide a solid foundation for future vTR studies.

How Viral Transcriptional Regulators Are Identified and Characterized {#sec1.1}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

vTRs are classically identified through experiments demonstrating their impact on gene expression and *in vitro* and *in vivo* assays that establish nucleic acid binding. For example, vTRs that directly interact with DNA have been identified through *in vitro* binding experiments such as electrophoretic mobility shift assays (EMSAs), protein pull-downs, and DNase footprinting assays. Such assays can both demonstrate the ability of a vTR to bind to DNA and determine a subset of the recognized DNA sequences. To date, exhaustive examination of *in vitro* vTR DNA-binding specificities to establish DNA-binding motifs has only been performed for a single vTR (of the 171 DNA-binding vTRs in our catalog)---the Epstein-Barr virus (EBV)-encoded Zta protein ([@bib90]). In contrast, roughly 75% of the \~1,600 human TFs currently have established DNA-binding motifs ([@bib59]). There are likely several reasons for the limited number of available vTR motifs. First, given that vTRs have been traditionally studied in the context of regulation of viral genes, most studies have focused on the few regions of the viral genomes bound by the vTRs rather than fully characterizing their DNA-binding specificities. Second, methods that exhaustively determine binding specificities, such as protein binding microarrays, systematic evolution of ligands by exponential enrichment (SELEX), and bacterial one-hybrid assays, generally have a higher success rate when testing DBDs rather than full-length proteins ([@bib9]; [@bib52]; [@bib68]). However, DBDs have not been determined for most DNA-binding vTRs. Finally, many vTRs only bind DNA in complex with host TFs. Although binding assays can be performed for heterodimers ([@bib53]; [@bib88]), these experiments are challenging to perform. Heterodimers and protein complexes are thus more frequently studied using EMSA or chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP); neither assay can fully characterize DNA-binding specificities.

Although *in vitro* assays can establish the ability of vTRs to bind to specific DNA sequences, they are not always perfectly reflective of *in vivo* DNA binding specificities. Further, *in vitro* assays do not reveal the timing or functional consequences of these genomic binding events. Several studies have therefore employed ChIP in virus-infected cells or cells transfected with a particular vTR. ChIP followed by high-throughput sequencing (ChIP-seq) is increasingly used to study vTR binding to the host genome, with 55 datasets currently available for 16 different vTRs ([Table S1](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In addition, functional studies (e.g., reporter and overexpression assays) have been used to identify host and viral gene targets of vTRs and determine their activation or repression activities.

Many vTRs do not directly bind to nucleic acids, instead exerting their function through interactions with host regulators. These vTRs have been identified and characterized through protein-protein binding assays (e.g., yeast two-hybrid or immunoprecipitation followed by mass spectrometry), based on interactions with host TFs and cofactors ([@bib34]; [@bib85]). In addition, non-nucleic acid binding vTRs have been studied using many of the same methods that are used for nucleic acid binding vTRs, such as EMSA, ChIP, and reporter assays, because these methods are also amenable to protein complexes.

A Census of vTRs {#sec1.2}
----------------

Despite a central role for vTRs in viral and human biology, a thorough census of vTRs has not been previously undertaken. We therefore employed a hybrid "curation and computation" approach ([Figure S1](#mmc3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) to create a comprehensive list of 419 vTRs encoded in the genomes of viruses that infect humans ([Table S2](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Paralogous vTRs were identified by within-species and cross-species amino acid homology searches using BLASTp and CD-HIT ([@bib30]). Multiple lines of evidence were considered for each candidate vTR, including the data supporting its ability to bind nucleic acids and alter gene expression levels. Data sources, including binding ligands (double-stranded DNA \[dsDNA\], single-stranded DNA \[ssDNA\], double-stranded RNA \[dsRNA\], and/or single-stranded RNA \[ssRNA\]), biochemical assays (e.g., EMSA, SELEX, reporter assays), crystal structures, and functional annotations are provided on the project website (<http://vtr.cchmc.org/vtrsurvey/>) and in [Table S2](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

In total, we identified and annotated vTRs from 20 different DNA and RNA virus families. Inspection of the vTR catalog reveals that the genomes of human viruses can encode as many as 16 vTRs (the herpesviruses EBV and Kaposi's sarcoma-associated virus \[KSHV\]) ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} A). The *Poxviridae* and *Herpesviridae* families, which have the largest genome sizes, also have the highest number of currently known vTRs per virus, with an average of 13 and 9.6, respectively. Herpesviruses have the widest range of vTRs (6 to 16), while other families encode a more consistent number. This vTR diversity parallels the higher variation in species diversity, genome structure, tropism, and replication cycles observed in herpesviruses. In contrast, the genomes of RNA viruses in our catalog encode an average of only 1.6 vTRs ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B). This is likely related both to the compact genome of RNA viruses and to differences in replication and gene expression strategies relative to DNA viruses.Figure 2A Census of Human vTRs(A) Number of vTRs per species for each virus family, classified according to their Baltimore categories. Inset indicates the relationship between the number of vTRs per viral species and viral genome size (in nucleotides).(B) Comparison between the number of vTRs encoded by DNA and RNA viruses. Statistical significance was determined by a Mann-Whitney U test.(C) Percentage of vTRs classified according to their ligand (DNA, RNA, both, or indirect/unknown) and primary (P) or secondary (S) role as vTRs. Values under each heatmap indicate the number of vTRs annotated in each virus family. Only virus families with at least 5 vTRs are shown.(D) Comparison between the percentage of vTRs encoded by DNA and RNA viruses that bind to DNA, bind to RNA or are indirect/unknown binders. Statistical significance was determined by a Mann-Whitney U test.(E) Percentage of vTRs per family associated with molecular functions other than transcriptional regulation. Numbers at the top indicate the total number of vTRs annotated in each virus family. Only virus families with at least 5 vTRs are shown.(F) Comparison between the percentages of vTRs with secondary roles in transcriptional regulation encoded by DNA and RNA viruses. Statistical significance was determined by a Mann-Whitney U test.See also [Figures S1](#mmc3){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S2](#mmc3){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Tables S2](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S3](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

We next classified vTRs into DNA-binding, RNA-binding, DNA/RNA-binding, or indirect/ unknown binding. Most DNA and RNA virus vTRs either directly bind DNA or RNA, respectively, or are indirect binders that act as cofactors ([Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}C and 2D). However, while many DNA virus vTRs can directly regulate both viral and host gene expression due to their ability to bind to DNA, RNA virus vTRs usually indirectly regulate the expression of host genes through interactions with host TFs, cofactors, or RNA Pol II, because they largely are incapable of binding DNA ([Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}C and 2D).

Whereas primary vTRs mainly function as controllers of gene expression, secondary vTRs are also involved in other molecular functions such as nucleic acid replication, transport, packaging, and DNA repair ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}E). For example, most virus families encode proteins that play roles in both transcriptional regulation and viral genome replication, such as E2A (adenovirus), UL29 (Herpes simplex virus 1 \[HSV-1\]), and BMRF1 (EBV). Similarly, many viruses encode proteins involved in both gene regulation and packaging the viral genome, including the nucleoprotein from arenaviruses, VP30 and VP35 from filoviruses, and Rep52 from parvoviruses. Other functions are more specific to secondary vTRs from certain families, such as the involvement of herpesvirus and polyomavirus vTRs in DNA repair. Although both DNA and RNA viruses encode secondary vTRs, secondary vTRs are significantly more prevalent in RNA viruses ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}F), likely due to the compact genome of RNA viruses, which results in gene products with pleiotropic functions.

Like other types of viral proteins, vTRs can exhibit high genetic diversity across isolates of a given viral species. For example, the E6 and E7 vTRs of type 5 human papillomavirus (HPV) both attain pairwise protein amino acid identity as low as \~30% across isolates ([Table S3](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Interestingly, this high sequence variation is not simply a result of general viral genome diversification. To illustrate, the EBV EBNA2 and EBNA3A/B/C proteins, which play key roles in viral latency, show high diversity (48%--77% amino acid identity between certain EBV isolates). In contrast, most other EBV vTRs do not display such high variability, including BALF2, BcRF1, and BDLF4 proteins, which have a sequence identity close to 100%. This can be explained by the strong evolutionary constraint of proteins that function in the context of a highly conserved multiprotein complex such as these ([@bib36]). Targeting these less diverse vTRs using small-molecule or genome editing strategies might therefore yield more effective therapies.

Protein Structures of vTRs {#sec1.3}
--------------------------

vTR proteins demonstrate a remarkable degree of structural diversity ([Figure S2](#mmc3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). To date, less than 12% of vTRs have been characterized at the structural level ([Table S2](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Many of the characterized vTRs have unique protein structures, with no detectable homology to any other virus or host protein ([@bib96]). In a few cases, similar folds can be observed across viral species, such as the DBDs of E2 (HPV) and EBNA1 (EBV), which consist of two beta-alpha-beta repeats of approximately equal length ([@bib10]). Because there is no detectable structural similarity between most vTRs and human proteins, their novel structures may provide an avenue for developing drugs with high selectivity for disrupting their transcriptional activity. For example, an inhibitory peptide against EBNA2 was found to reduce cell growth and viability of EBV-infected cells ([@bib25]), providing proof-of-concept that vTRs can be suitable drug targets to fight viral infections and their pathogenic effects.

Despite overall low sequence conservation, some DBD structures are shared among a subset of vTRs ([Figure S2](#mmc3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). One such domain is the basic leucine zipper (bZIP), which is also present in many eukaryotic TFs ([@bib91]). bZIP-containing vTRs have been identified in a range of human viruses, including K8 (KSHV), Zta (EBV), and HBZ (human T cell leukemia virus 1 \[HTLV-1\]) and can bind DNA as homodimers or as heterodimers with host bZIP proteins ([@bib6]; [@bib20]; [@bib60]). The interferon regulatory factor (IRF) domain, which is present in host TFs that regulate antiviral responses, is also found in multiple vTRs ([Figure S2](#mmc3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For example, the KSHV genome encodes four proteins, vIRF1--vIRF4, that perturb antiviral responses by competing for host IRF DNA binding sites, heterodimerizing with host IRFs, and competing for host coactivators such as CREBBP and EP300 ([@bib75]). In summary, vTRs come from a wide range of structural classes, enabling a diverse range of mechanisms used to interact with the host genome and host proteins.

Roles for vTRs in the Control of Viral Gene Expression {#sec1.4}
------------------------------------------------------

The different classes of viruses coordinate genome replication, virion assembly, and entry and exit from latency by precisely regulating the timing of viral gene expression using different types of vTRs. vTRs from DNA viruses directly or indirectly bind to viral gene promoters to regulate multiple stages in the viral replication cycle, including establishment and maintenance of latency by episome maintenance proteins ([@bib18]). vTRs from retroviruses, such as Tat (HIV), Bel-1 (human spumaretrovirus), and Tax (human T cell leukemia virus \[HTLV\]), work with host proteins to activate the expression of viral genes and viral RNA replication from the integrated provirus as a mechanism to regulate the exit from latency. Positive and negative strand RNA viruses use vTRs that directly or indirectly bind to RNA, such as N (coronavirus), NP (Ebola virus), and phosphoprotein (measles virus), to regulate the expression of viral genes and the replication of the viral genome.

DNA virus vTRs often control a complex cascade of molecular events in the viral replication cycle. "Early class" genes generally encode proteins involved in DNA replication, nucleotide biosynthesis, regulation of intermediate and late viral genes, and immune evasion. "Intermediate" and "late class" genes encode proteins involved in virion morphogenesis and assembly. In DNA viruses with a compact genome, one or a few vTRs work with host TFs and cofactors to control the expression of all viral genes. For example, polyomavirus SV40 large T-antigen is responsible for the regulation of both early and late gene transcription ([@bib56]). Other DNA viruses exhibit a strictly regulated temporal cascade of gene expression involving different vTRs. For example, the UL48 (HSV-1) protein induces the expression of the immediate early vTR RS1, which in turn induces the expression of UL29, an important vTR for maintaining the highly ordered downstream cascade of viral gene expression ([@bib93]).

Some vTRs function as a multiprotein complex together with other viral proteins. This is the case for the transcription initiation complex vPIC in EBV, which is comprised of BcRF1, a homolog of archaeal TATA-box-binding protein (TBP) that interacts with TATT sequences in EBV late gene promoters, and BVLF1, BFRF2, BGLF3, BDLF4, and BDLF3.5, which are involved in RNA Pol II recruitment and transcriptional elongation ([@bib36]). The vPIC complex has also been identified in other beta and gamma herpesviruses, such as KSHV ([@bib74]), but not in alpha herpesviruses, and constitutes a shared mechanism for regulating the expression of viral late genes. Overall, viruses control the expression of their own genes through mechanisms ranging from simple (e.g., one vTR controlling a few genes) to complex (e.g., tightly controlled transcriptional cascades, vTR-host protein interactions, and multi-protein complexes).

Roles for vTRs in Modulating Host Gene Expression {#sec1.5}
-------------------------------------------------

In addition to regulating viral genes, DNA and RNA virus vTRs can modulate the expression of host genes that play important roles in the immune system, cell cycle, metabolism, and other processes ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} A). This can be achieved through direct or indirect vTR binding to cellular target gene regulatory regions, the initiation of global changes in chromatin structure and condensation, or by interfering with host TF activities. For example, UL54 (HSV-1) and vIRF1-3 (KSHV) inhibit type I interferon production and/or the activation of interferon effector pathways, which constitute key antiviral mechanisms ([@bib15]). In addition to blocking interferon pathways, a subset of vTRs can induce an immunosuppressive state by modulating pro- or anti-inflammatory genes. For example, Zta (EBV) binds to the host genome, activating the expression of immunosuppressive genes such as *TGFBI* and *TGFB1*, and downregulating the expression of genes that mediate immune responses such as *TLR9*, *IFI6*, and *IL23A* ([@bib13]; [@bib80]). Other vTRs activate the production of *IL10* to mediate immunosuppression. For example, Rta (KSHV) induces *IL10* production through interactions with the host TFs SP1 and SP3 ([@bib71]). Other vTRs contribute to viral pathogenesis by increasing the expression of pro-inflammatory mediators. For example, N from SARS-CoV induces lung inflammation by activating the *PTGS2* promoter through interactions with nuclear factor κB (NF-κB) and C/EBP binding sites ([@bib95]). By altering the expression levels of host immune genes through a variety of mechanisms, vTRs are key to host evasion mechanisms and pathogenesis.Figure 3Roles for vTRs in Human Diseases(A) vTRs can alter host gene expression, resulting in cellular network rewiring, ultimately leading to disease.(B) vTRs can perturb signaling pathways through protein-protein interactions or enzymatic activities. This includes the inhibition of pathways involved in viral sensing and immune signaling, and activating cell cycle progression and cell metabolism. Such perturbations can lead to cancer and other diseases.(C) Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and other genetic variants can affect vTR binding, either directly or indirectly through altered host TF binding. This can lead to changes in target gene expression, ultimately leading to disease. CRE, *cis* regulatory element.

Viruses can also modulate the cell cycle and induce cellular reprogramming to initiate cellular conditions that are beneficial for replication. For example, E1A (adenovirus) can epigenetically reprogram quiescent human cells by interacting with retinoblastoma proteins and EP300, activating the transcription of cell cycle and proliferation genes, and repressing the transcription of antiviral genes and genes involved in differentiation and development ([@bib26]). vTRs can also promote cellular transformation by regulating the expression of oncogenes or tumor suppressor genes. For example, vTRs encoded by several viruses target TERT (EBV, hepatitis B virus \[HBV\], hepatitis C virus \[HCV\], HPV, HTLV-1, and KSHV) and MYC (adenovirus, EBV, HPV, KSHV, and HPV) ([@bib7]; [@bib69]). vTRs such as HBx (HBV) and E1A (adenovirus), can also rewire metabolic pathways to generate cellular states that promote viral replication and/or carcinoma survival ([@bib37]; [@bib79]). Altogether, vTRs from both DNA and RNA viruses regulate a plethora of host responses to generate the appropriate cellular environment for viral replication and dispersion to other cells.

To obtain genome-wide insights into vTR-regulated host target genes, we systematically processed and analyzed the 33 vTR ChIP-seq datasets that passed our stringent quality control criteria ([Supplemental Materials and Methods](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We note that some of the removed datasets might involve vTRs that only interact with the viral genome, and not the host genome, under the conditions assayed. The number of ChIP-seq peaks varies greatly across datasets, ranging from slightly more than 100 for LANA (KSHV) in BCBL-1 cells to almost 50,000 for EBNA-LP (EBV) in IB4 cells, with a median of 675 ([Table S1](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Although these peak counts likely reflect multiple factors beyond biological aspects (such as read count and data quality), they emphasize the large number of human genomic locations that can be occupied by vTRs---collectively, these ChIP-seq peaks cover 305,562 distinct regions of the human genome, a notable number given the small proportion of vTRs with currently available ChIP-seq data.

For each ChIP-seq dataset, we next determined potential host target genes and analyzed their functional roles ([Table S4](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). As expected, EBNA2/3B/3C targets were enriched for genes associated with B cell activation and transcription, consistent with their well-established roles in the rewiring of B cell function and large-scale modulation of B cell transcriptional programs ([@bib100]). In addition, these vTRs bind near genes associated with inflammation and apoptosis, and signaling pathways such as the p38 MAPK, p53, Toll-like receptor, and JUN kinase, suggesting that EBV vTRs can initiate transcriptional programs that rewire cellular responses to various stimuli and promote cell survival ([Table S4](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We also observe strong enrichment for LANA (KSHV), HBZ (HTLV-1), and EBNA1/2/3B/3C (EBV) protein binding events near components of the Wnt signaling pathway, suggesting that both DNA and RNA viruses might target this important developmental pathway. Additional ChIP-seq studies will be needed to elucidate the transcriptional programs of other vTRs and determine their shared and unique features.

Comparison of the genomic regions occupied by vTRs across these datasets reveals strong clustering of functionally related vTRs ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} A). For example, ChIP-seq peak sets for the EBV EBNA3A/B/C proteins tightly cluster together, as expected. In contrast, EBNA1, which plays different functional roles, occupies separate regions of the genome. Interestingly, EBNA-LP binding events coincide with multiple vTRs from several viral species, suggesting that these proteins have partially overlapping human gene targets. Inspection of the location of vTR genomic binding sites relative to gene transcription start sites (TSSs) reveals two general classes of vTRs -- LANA, Tat, and EBNA-LP largely bind to promoter regions, whereas other vTRs (HBZ, Zta, and EBNA1/2/3) largely target distal enhancer regions ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}B). As expected, most vTRs have symmetric binding patterns with respect to the TSS, with the exception of Tat, whose binding peaks skew downstream of the TSS. This is likely due to Tat's ability to interact with human RNA polymerase through a stem-loop RNA element during transcriptional elongation ([@bib82]).Figure 4Properties of vTR ChIP-Seq Datasets(A) Overlap of vTR ChIP-seq peaks. Each entry indicates the overlap (number of intersecting peaks divided by the number of peaks in the smaller peak set) between the given pair of vTR ChIP-seq datasets. Rows and columns were hierarchically clustered using the Unweighted Pair Group Method With Arithmetic Mean (UPGMA) algorithm.(B) Distribution of vTR ChIP-seq peaks relative to human gene transcription start sites (TSSs). Transcript-related features were obtained from the UCSC "Known Genes" database table ([@bib40]). The plot was created using the ChIPseeker package ([@bib98]).(C) Human TF binding site motifs enriched in vTR ChIP-seq peaks. TF binding site motif enrichment was calculated using HOMER ([@bib46]). Motifs shown are among the top five motif families (based on HOMER p value) in any individual ChIP-seq dataset. Heatmap color indicates the normalized --log p value. A value of 100 means that the motif has the best --log p value for the given vTR, with 50% indicating half of the best --log p value.See also [Tables S1](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [S4](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, and [S5](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

As discussed above, many vTRs (e.g., EBNA2 and EBNA-LP) completely lack DBDs and thus require physical interactions with human TFs to occupy genomic sites. Analysis of vTR ChIP-seq datasets provides an opportunity to systematically identify potential key interacting human TF partners for vTRs. To this end, we performed TF binding site motif enrichment analysis using 7,704 motifs for 1,200 human TFs contained in the Cis-BP database ([@bib59]) ([Table S5](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Inspection of the most highly enriched motifs reveals expected results, such as the AP-1 site directly bound by Zta ([@bib61]), binding sites for established EBNA2 interaction partners RBPJ ([@bib48]), EBF1 ([@bib33]), and Ets-family SPI1/PU.1 ([@bib51]), and the EBNA-LP interaction partner CTCF ([@bib78]) ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}C). This analysis also reveals a wide range of human motifs covering virtually every major human TF structural class ([@bib58]), including C~2~H~2~ zinc finger, homeobox, bHLH, and bZIP. Interestingly, motifs of the AP-1, Ets, and RUNX families are enriched for most available vTRs, suggesting that these TF classes are preferentially targeted by vTRs. Collectively, these data illustrate the wide range of human TFs that vTRs can directly or indirectly interact with upon occupying the human genome.

Epigenetic Regulation by vTRs {#sec1.6}
-----------------------------

The regulation of chromatin states during viral infection involves complex host-pathogen interactions, with signals converging on chromatin to activate host defenses that are countered by viral mechanisms that are required for replication, modulation of immune responses, and in some cases, integration into the host genome ([@bib63]). The best-characterized examples of vTR-host epigenome interactions come from studies of adenoviruses and DNA tumor viruses. For example, E1A (adenovirus) causes global epigenetic reprogramming conducive to viral dissemination ([@bib26]). This is accompanied by erasure of histone acetylation marks associated with gene induction and the acquisition of novel chromatin domains associated with selective gene expression ([@bib27]). This global epigenetic reprogramming is achieved through the modulation of the acetyltransferase activity of CREBBP and EP300, and the cell-cycle repressor RB1 ([@bib28]). Most of these effects likely rely on E1A's intrinsically disordered status, which allows E1A to bind to multiple cellular partners, resulting in selective regulation of gene expression ([@bib29]). Similar mechanisms have been observed for host transcriptional regulators, which use intrinsically disordered domains to regulate complex assembly and phase separation to functionally segregate transcriptional activities into discrete parts of the genome ([@bib87]). Based on the prevalence of disordered domains in viral proteins ([@bib42]), it is reasonable to speculate that oligomeric assembly and phase separation control vTR activities and their effects on both viral and host genomes.

Some vTRs have evolved an intricate relationship with epigenetic factors to both allow the viral genome to be "chromatinized" and to control its state through the establishment of viral latency. Several viral genomes (e.g., EBV, KSHV, and varicella zoster virus) are maintained in the infected cells as episomal (circular) DNA that are decorated with histones and histone marks and regulated by chromatin factors, similar to the host genome. Thus, some vTRs have evolved to function in a chromatinized context, engaging histone-modifying enzymes to achieve viral transactivation and the tethering of viral episomes to mitotic chromosomes ([@bib18]). For example, LANA (KSHV), EBNA1 (EBV), and E2 (HPV) anchor viral DNA to the host DNA to ensure viral genome propagation during cell division using different strategies: LANA interacts with the core histones ([@bib5]), EBNA1 binds the minor groove of the DNA ([@bib86]), and E2 binds BRD4 and cohesin to tether itself to the host genome ([@bib8]; [@bib97]). Upon tethering, vTRs work with host protein complexes to establish permissive chromatin domains to activate genes linked to latency and heterochromatin domains to repress lytic gene expression ([@bib18]). For integrating viruses, such as HIV, the maintenance of a latent viral genome also depends on vTRs, and is counteracted by host heterochromatinization mechanisms ([@bib89]). Thus, vTRs can coordinate epigenetic structural features of both the host and viral genomes to control gene expression, genome maintenance, and propagation.

The effect of DNA virus vTRs on the host epigenome has been an area of active study for decades. However, less is known about RNA virus vTRs in this context for two main reasons. First, most RNA viruses do not integrate into the genome or replicate in the nucleus. Infection is therefore not thought to affect epigenetic memory or genomic imprinting. Second, RNA viruses have fewer recognizable vTRs than DNA viruses ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B). Nevertheless, the expression of viral proteins during RNA virus infection can have a dramatic effect on the host genome. For example, NS1 (influenza A virus) phase separates and associates with RNA polymerase II ([@bib101]), leading to polymerase derailment, genome-wide transcriptional read-through, and massive alterations to chromosomal structure ([@bib47]). This massive reprogramming of the host chromatin state represents a mechanism that is currently thought to be unique to NS1 among known vTRs.

Although it has been established that many vTRs can reprogram the epigenome, the functional consequences of reprogramming are largely unknown. Establishing direct relationships between vTRs and the host genome is a complicated endeavor. For example, studying vTRs in isolation does not always mirror physiological conditions, since vTRs are expressed as a result of an infection, and their expression kinetics cannot always be easily recapitulated. Future studies will likely increasingly employ the ever-growing arsenal of CRISPR-based and protein-targeting degradation techniques. Undoubtedly, new epigenetic-based mechanisms affected by both DNA and RNA virus-encoded vTRs will continue to be discovered.

Cellular Pathways Affected by vTRs through Protein-Protein Interactions {#sec1.7}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Many vTRs, including both primary and secondary vTRs, perturb host signaling pathways to evade antiviral responses, avoid cell death, and induce cell proliferation ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B). In this sense, vTRs can be considered master cellular "rewirers," as they can modulate cellular function through both protein-protein and protein-nucleic acid interactions. In particular, multiple vTRs interact with human proteins involved in cancer-related signaling and apoptosis signaling pathways ([Figures 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}A and 5B), immune signaling pathways, and regulators of cell growth and proliferation ([@bib11]; [@bib38]).Figure 5The vTR-Human Protein-Protein Interaction Network(A and B) PANTHER pathway (A) and GO-Slim biological process (B) enrichment analyses for human proteins that interact with vTRs, categorized by virus family. Fold enrichment values are indicated for associations with a false discovery rate (FDR) \<0.05. GO-Slim terms were manually classified based on their biological function. Only virus families encoding at least five vTRs with reported protein-protein interactions to human proteins are shown. Gene sets were obtained from the PANTHER database ([@bib70]).(C) GO-Slim biological process fold enrichment of human proteins that interact with primary versus secondary vTRs.(D and F) vTR-human hub protein-protein interaction network. vTR-human protein-protein interaction data were downloaded from VirHostNet 2.0 (<http://virhostnet.prabi.fr/>) ([@bib38]) and VirusMentha (<https://virusmentha.uniroma2.it/>) ([@bib11]). vTR-human protein-protein interactions are shown for DNA virus vTRs (D) and RNA virus vTRs (F). Human proteins with at least five DNA virus vTR interactors or at least 3 RNA virus vTR interactors are included in the networks. Physical interactions are indicated by edges. Circles represent vTRs, and are colored by virus family or class. Squares represent human proteins, with node size representing the number of vTR interactors.(E) Comparison of the fraction of DNA and RNA virus vTR protein-protein interactors per human protein. Human proteins preferentially interacting with DNA or RNA virus vTRs are indicated. The color gradient indicates the number of human proteins.

Oncogenic vTRs use diverse mechanisms to target the p53 signaling pathway, which plays key roles in cell cycle regulation, genomic stability, programmed cell death, and DNA repair ([@bib1]; [@bib41]). Other strategies employed by oncogenic vTRs include perturbing the tumor suppressor retinoblastoma protein RB1 (e.g., large T-antigen from SV40, E1A from adenovirus, and E7 from HPV) ([@bib19]; [@bib77]; [@bib94]) and inducing cell dedifferentiation by targeting the Hippo pathway effectors YAP and TAZ (e.g., E1A from adenovirus) ([@bib99]).

Among immune signaling pathways, many vTRs interact with proteins in the Toll-like receptor, transforming growth factor β (TGF-β), and various cytokine signaling pathways ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}A) ([@bib11]; [@bib38]). Indeed, vTRs frequently target pathogen-associated pattern recognition pathways, in particular those sensing foreign nucleic acids. For example, UL82 (human cytomegalovirus \[HCMV\]) inhibits STING-mediated signaling by blocking the recruitment of IRF3 and TBK1 to the STING DNA-sensing complex ([@bib31]). Likewise, RNA virus vTRs can block RNA-sensing pathways. This is the case for VP35 (Ebola virus), which also inhibits the activation of IRF3, but instead does so by binding to cytosolic dsRNA and inhibiting RIG-I signaling ([@bib12]).

vTRs can directly control cell growth and proliferation through interactions with human proteins involved in biological processes related to gene expression, cell cycle, splicing, and protein biogenesis and turnover ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}B). vTRs encoded by adenovirus, herpesvirus, papillomavirus, polyomavirus, and retrovirus are enriched for interactions with human proteins involved in transcription, including both general and sequence-specific TFs. In addition, these five virus families are enriched for interactions with cell-cycle proteins ([@bib72]). Herpesvirus, polyomavirus, and retrovirus vTRs are also enriched in interactions with DNA repair proteins, consistent with the role of host DNA repair in viral replication and latency ([@bib92]). Other biological processes associated with human proteins that interact with vTRs are less characterized. For example, many vTR-interacting human proteins are associated with protein biogenesis and turnover, suggesting that some vTRs may also influence translation (e.g., small T antigen from polyomavirus), and/or interact with proteins that regulate the cellular localization and degradation of the vTR.

Primary and secondary vTRs interact with overlapping, yet distinct sets of human proteins ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}C). Both classes of vTRs interact with proteins involved in transcription, supporting the inclusion of secondary vTRs in our catalog, even if their main annotated function is distinct from transcriptional regulation. Other functional enrichments are more specific to primary or secondary vTRs. Whereas primary vTRs are enriched in interactions with cell cycle proteins, secondary vTRs are enriched for chromatin remodelers, DNA repair proteins, and signaling molecules involved in stress responses. This is consistent with secondary vTRs being involved in multiple cellular processes beyond transcription.

The specificity of viral-human protein-protein interactions varies, because many human proteins interact with multiple vTRs from different families of viruses ([Figures 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}D and 5F), whereas others preferentially interact with vTRs from specific virus families. For example, POLR2M, RBPJ, SUMO1, and SUMO2 interact preferentially with herpesvirus vTRs ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}D). In particular, RBPJ, a major regulatory factor in B-lymphocytes, specifically interacts with vTRs from gamma herpesvirus, which establish latency in this cell type. By contrast, cofactors such as EP300, CREBBP, TBP, and RB1 interact with multiple vTRs from different families of DNA viruses. RNA virus vTRs often interact with different human proteins than DNA virus vTRs ([Figures 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}D and 5F). For example, RNA virus vTRs preferentially target histones and cytoskeletal proteins ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}E). It is important to note that these analyses were performed using limited datasets of variable quality obtained from different experimental approaches. Nevertheless, the large number of physical interactions between vTRs and human proteins (over 2,500 human proteins have been found to interact with vTRs) is reflective of the pleiotropic roles played by vTRs to control virus-specific processes across viral stages.

Roles for vTRs in Disease: Beyond Viral Infections and Cancer {#sec1.8}
-------------------------------------------------------------

In addition to their well-studied roles in acute infection and cancer, viruses have been implicated in dozens of other human diseases. In particular, multiple vTRs have been associated with neurological disorders. For example, IE1 and IE2 (HCMV) play established roles in neurological disabilities in children with congenital HCMV infection. Mechanistically, IE1 and IE2 promote the degradation of HES1, an essential human TF involved in neural progenitor cell fate and fetal brain development, and dysregulate neural stem cell maintenance ([@bib62]) and the polarization of migrating neurons ([@bib43]). Tax (HTLV-1) can also cause a debilitating neurological disorder, HAM/TSP (HTLV-1-associated myelopathy/tropical spastic paraparesis), resulting from a strong immune response that includes the expansion of CD8^+^ cytotoxic T lymphocytes specific for Tax ([@bib21]). Similarly, Tat (HIV-1) released by infected macrophages and microglia in the central nervous system can negatively impact the dopaminergic system, which can eventually lead to neuropsychiatric, neurocognitive, and neurological disorders ([@bib32]). More recently, HHV-6A infections have been linked to multiple sclerosis ([@bib23]). vTRs of HHV-6A have long been known to be capable of transactivating host and viral gene expression ([@bib64])---whether they contribute directly to neurodegenerative progression remains an outstanding question.

vTRs can also modulate the actions of other viruses in co-infected cells, which can subsequently impact the health of the host. For example, E1A (adenovirus) can affect the gene expression levels of many other viruses, including HCMV, KSHV, and HIV ([@bib14]; [@bib35]; [@bib73]). Genes encoded by these viruses in turn can also impact host gene expression. In this way, vTRs can mediate both competition and cooperation for the control of genes encoded by the host and other viruses. Interactions between viruses mediated by vTRs may therefore explain part of the inter-individual differences in infection outcomes, beyond differences in immune system maturation and genetic background.

vTR interactions with the human genome should, in principle, be influenced by the DNA sequence of the host genome, including natural genetic variation ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}C). Considering the prevalence of established virus-disease associations, and the fact that the vast majority of human disease-associated genetic variants are located in non-coding regulatory regions ([@bib65]), disease risk allele-dependent mechanisms that alter vTR interactions with the human genome could contribute to the etiology of many human diseases. Indeed, we and others recently reported that EBNA2 (EBV) occupies up to half of the genetic risk loci associated with a set of seven autoimmune diseases, including multiple sclerosis, lupus, inflammatory bowel disease, and rheumatoid arthritis, altogether comprising 142 genomic loci ([@bib44]; [@bib84]). Further, over 20 examples have been discovered involving allele-dependent EBNA2 binding to autoimmune risk alleles, based on ChIP-seq read imbalance between the alleles of heterozygous disease-associated variants ([@bib44]). Decades of evidence have linked many of these diseases to EBV ([@bib4]; [@bib50]; [@bib76]) and EBNA2 in particular ([@bib3]; [@bib67]). Collectively, these results provide compelling genetic-environment autoimmune disease mechanisms driven by EBNA2 and reveal a largely unexplored molecular mechanism---differential binding of vTRs to human disease variants---that might explain many additional virus-disease connections.

Perspective, Summary, and Future Directions {#sec1.9}
-------------------------------------------

Viruses can infect all forms of life, and myriad viral types are found in virtually every ecosystem on earth. All of us will be infected with multiple viruses during our lifetime. These infections can have diverse and lasting effects that impact gene expression, protein function, cellular function, and ultimately overall health. Indeed, viruses play well-established roles in many human diseases, including HIV in AIDS, Varicella zoster virus in chicken pox and shingles, and HPV in cervical cancer. Likewise, new virus-driven threats to human health continue to emerge, such as the recent SARS, MERS, and SARS-CoV-2 coronavirus epidemics. Viruses use many strategies to survive inside their host, including hijacking of cellular pathways, modulation of the immune response, transformation of host cells, and proliferation of infected cells. All of this is achieved through a remarkably limited pool of virus-encoded genes. The repertoire of vTRs encoded by a virus is therefore of tantamount importance, due to the ability of these proteins to control the expression of the far greater number of genes encoded by the host. Indeed, a single vTR can alter the transcription of hundreds to thousands of human genes. Given the well-established role for altered gene expression in many human diseases, it is likely that vTRs play important, but largely unknown roles in many human disease processes.

vTRs can alter viral and host gene expression through multiple mechanisms, including direct and indirect interactions with nucleic acids, physical interactions with host proteins, and the initiation of epigenetic reprogramming. vTR mechanisms range from simple (e.g., one vTR controlling a few genes) to complex (e.g., tightly controlled transcriptional cascades, vTR-host protein interactions, and multi-protein complexes). The genomes of human viruses encode hundreds of vTRs from at least 20 different DNA and RNA virus families. These proteins come from a wide range of structural classes, often with unique protein folds. Overall, DNA viruses tend to encode more vTRs than RNA viruses. Most DNA virus vTRs primarily regulate transcription, whereas almost all RNA virus vTRs regulate transcription as a secondary function. The shared and divergent aspects of vTRs encoded by DNA and RNA viruses reflect the differences in their virus stages and interactions with the cellular machinery.

Despite the clear importance of vTRs in human health and their potential as therapeutic targets, with only a handful of exceptions, little is known about vTR DNA-binding specificities, host target genes, or mechanisms of action. Recent pioneering studies have begun to take a "systems level view" of vTR function by globally examining their genomic interactions ([Table S1](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and their physical interactions with human proteins ([@bib17]; [@bib34]; [@bib39]; [@bib45]; [@bib49]). Approaches integrating multiple data types are starting to provide fundamental insights into viral regulatory mechanisms that influence human disease risk ([@bib2]; [@bib44]; [@bib83]; [@bib102]). In our opinion, these studies represent the tip of a giant iceberg---future genome-scale studies examining vTR genomic targets and regulatory mechanisms, DNA-binding specificity, and physical interactions will be critical moving forward. These studies will require the use of standardized experimental techniques and bioinformatics analyses, similar to those from the ENCODE and Roadmap Epigenomics projects ([@bib22]; [@bib57]), to enable systematic integration of datasets and robust comparisons between vTRs.

The extent to which vTR mechanisms are impacted by human disease risk variants, and how these interactions influence disease onset and progression, has remained largely unexplored. The role of other virus-encoded regulatory molecules, such as RNA-binding proteins, microRNAs, and long non-coding RNAs, is even less understood. Given the many known and suspected roles for viruses in human disease, and the central importance of these regulatory molecules, future studies will likely reveal many additional virus-driven disease mechanisms. Ultimately, this work will provide fundamental information for the design of therapeutic interventions for helping the millions of people afflicted with virus-triggered diseases.
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